
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THISTLEPATCH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Synopsis:  
After learning about the shocking suicide of her former patient in a juvenile 
prison, a child psychologist teams up with an investigative reporter to piece 
together the truth behind the girl’s death. Thistlepatch is based on the true 
story that led to a complete overhaul of Ontario’s children’s services in the 
1970s. 
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THISTLEPATCH 
 
 

 
CHARACTERS: 
Flora Danziger– 40 to 46 over the course of the play, South African  
Christine – 15, South African 
James – about 50, South African 
Norma Dean – 10 to 14 over the course of the play 
Victor Malarek – about 28 
Penny – 10 to 14 over the course of the play 
Ann – 30s to 50s 
Shawn – 14 
Jean – 20s  
Shirley Dean – 30s 
Coroner – 40s to 50s 
Police Officer 1 
Police Officer 2 
Cabinet Minister Smith 
Cabinet Minister Miller 
Cabinet Minister Birch 
Warden 
 
With doubling, this play can be performed by five actors, e.g.: 
F1 – Flora 
F2 – Norma, Christine, Mrs. Dean 
F3 – Jean, Penny, Coroner 
F4 – Ann, OPP officer, Warden 
M1 – James, Victor, Shawn, OPP officer 
The Cabinet Ministers can be played as puppets or caricatures. 
 
 
TIME: 1969 to 1976 
 
 
Thistlepatch is an embellished history that has been approved by Dr. Flora Danziger 
and Victor Malarek. It’s also informed by the book Gut Instinct by Victor Malarek 
(1996), and quotations from Gut Instinct are used with the author’s permission. 
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     FLORA 
Interesting. (beat) It’s Thursday, did you tell your father you’d be late for dinner? 
 
     CHRISTINE 
Don’t try to change the subject. Come on Mom, I’m not a baby. Spill. 
 

FLORA  
It was worse than I imagined. My sense of identity was stripped away, and I was only there 
four days. Political prisoners are held that way for 90 days.  
 

CHRISTINE  
They must go crazy. 
 

FLORA  
I don’t know how anyone survives it. Solitary is a form of torture, it’s been proven. And 
confessions made under torture are not reliable. The results of our experiment will be 
evidence at the trial of a coloured man who made a false confession after 90 days in 
solitary. 
 

CHRISTINE  
If solitary is proven to be torture, why did you have to do the experiment? 
 

FLORA  
Our government likes to think we South Africans are different. 
 
 (CHRISTINE stops and blocks FLORA’s way.) 
 

CHRISTINE  
I have a surprise for you. 
 
     FLORA 
Christine, please don’t stop. It was lovely of you to meet me but you know Cape Town 
isn’t safe at night. Give me your surprise when we get home. 
 
 (CHRISTINE pulls a thick envelope from her satchel.) 
 
     CHRISTINE 
It’s from -- 
 

FLORA  
Shhh. 
 
 (FLORA takes the envelope, opens it and scans the contents.) 
 
I won the scholarship. 

Kelsey Laine Jacobson


START HERE
n.b. Christine is Flora’s daughter
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CHRISTINE  

I knew it! 
 
     FLORA 
I’ll talk to your father. I won’t go to Canada without you and Jimmy. 
 
 (Bright headlights come on and a car engine idles behind them. They freeze.) 
 
     CHRISTINE 
It’s the security forces, isn’t it? 
 

FLORA  
Maybe not. 
 

CHRISTINE  
Who else would it be? 
 
     FLORA 
Christine, walk in front of me.  
 
 (CHRISTINE moves in front of FLORA and they keep walking.) 
 

CHRISTINE  
(crying) Salome’s aunt was killed in a hit and run last week. Mom, I don’t want to lose 
you. 
 
     FLORA 
I’m much more worried about you. If that car speeds up, run behind a tree. Have you the 
key to the flat? 
 
     CHRISTINE 
Has this happened to you before? (pause) It has! You’re going to get killed! 
 

 (Another set of headlights flashes on, in front of them, and that car engine starts up. 
CHRISTINE clutches at FLORA.) 

 
FLORA  

Sweetheart, please stay calm. We’re nearly home. 
 

(They turn out of the light to go up the walkway. A figure emerges from the 
shadows and they jump. CHRISTINE starts to run away. JAMES grabs her.) 

 
     JAMES 
Christine. 


